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harm, as Profes or Chamberlain, a radiologi t, and Profes or
Pill bury, a dermatologist, have demon trated.

15. What is the po ition with the radiotherapi t? A radio
therapist does not see patients directly. They are always referred
by another speeiali t or general practitioner. The patient i there
fore as ured that X-ray is only being given after every other remedy
had failed and that X-ray therapy is the recognized method of
treatment for hi particular condition. The patient also has the
assurance that the radiotherapist has shown the Medical Council
that he ha had the minimum amount of training and qualifications
to undertake therapy, and the patient remains under the control
of hi own doctor, who may stop the treatment if he is di ati tied
and to whom the radiologist has to report on the progre s of the
patient.

Dr. LoewenthaI's contention that the radiotherapist knows
nothing about skin di ease i urely nonsense. The ear, nose and
throat man might argue that the radiotherapist knows nothing
about carcinoma of the larynx or the surgeon might argue that
the radiotherapi t knows nothing about carcinoma of the breast.
Dermatological conditions are the easiest and simplest to treat
with radiotherapy. I have indicated that the vast majority of
dermatological conditions are treated by dermatologists with
the simple formula of 75 r once a week up to say 500 r, or 200
Grenz rays per week up to 800 r. Tt i only in localized conditions
that more is given. Radiotherapists, as a rule, use much smaller
doses than dermatologists. Lectures on radiotherapy of derma
tological conditions are given as part of the diploma for radio
therapy and be it noted that at these lectures dermatologists are
permitted to attend.

It is abundantly clear that many noted dermatologi t and
radiotherapists consider that the use of X-radiation in the treat
ment of skin disea es i badly overdone and more often than
not is unnecessary. One need only refer to the article by Twiston
Davie, dermatologi t at the Manchester-Salford Ho pital for
Skin Disea es, to realize the difference of opinion among t derma
tologists on the value of X-ray therapy even in such conditions
as eczema, for which X-ray therapy has been such a popular
method of treatment. He states for in tance: 'I also have the im
pression that during the war years 1939-45 I did not see a single
soldier who was helped by X-ray and that since the war 1 have
seen only one patient with eczema out of a grand total of about
50,000 new cases seen who responded at all impressively.' He
summarizes the whole po ition as follows: 'Disgui e or uppres-

sion of the truth i bad for science, blunts our own powers of
perception, and must even come under the suspicion of being bad
for the patient.' It is difficult to believe that with modem views
on the value of X-ray therapy in dermatology any private derma
tologist can find sufficient patients to treat in his own practice to
ju tify the employment of a full-time radiographer or even the
purchase of an X-ray machine.

16. Dr. Loewenthal's affirmation of the necessity for training
in radiotherapy does not alter the fact that a dermatologist can
give this treatment in South Africa as well as elsewhere, in spite
of the specialists' register, without such training. It is time that
the Medical Council took cognizance of this position. I know of a
number of dermatologists who have had many years of experience
at radiotherapy but I am afraid that many dermatologists have
not. There are other dermatologists who have courageously re
fu ed to buy X-ray machines.

The solution of this problem of the dermatologist and radio
therapy lies in one of the following two di rections:

(i) That the Medical Council should lay down a standard of
radiotherapy for the dermatologist before putting his name on
the specialists' register or, as the position is with all other speci
alities, that the dermatologist should stick to his own speciality,
which is dermatology and not radiotherapy.

(ii) The Medical Council created a specialists' register for the
protection of the public. Why is not this protection extended to
the public, therefore, as far as X-ray therapy by dermatologists
is concerned? The Atomic Energy Board has also laid down rules
to protect the public from unnecessary radiation. Why does it
not take action against dermatologists who have used thorium X
without permission when it is so anxious that radiologists should
observe the rules and regulations pertaining to radio-active sub
stances?
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MEDICAL EDUCATIO IN TORO TO

ROBERT M, lA 'ES, EmerilUS Professor of Surgery, Universily of Toronto; Sir Arlhttr Sims, Commonwealth Travelling Professor *

There are certain interesting parallels in the historie of South
Africa and Canada. Important Dutch ettlement occurred in
South Africa in the latter part of the 16th and the early part of
the 17th centuries; at about the same time early French settlement
was taking place in Canada. Important British settlement in
South Africa took place in the latter part of the 18th and early
part of the 19th centuries, in wh.ich period much the same thing
was happening in Canada. When South Africa was discovering
its first diamond the provinces in Canada were undergoing federa
tion to form in 1867 the Dominion of Canada.

1 u peet that there was a somewhat similar pattern in the
disea es which plagued the early settlers. Scurvy wa rife on
ships coming to Canada and, during the long winter month,
in the ettlement. It was relieved and later prevented by 'spruce
beer' made by boiling bruised branches of the spruce tree in
water. It was at approximately the same time that Captain Cook
was discovering how to combat scurvy at sea and lime-juice
came to be served daily to the Briti h navy. Smallpox which had
been brought to Mexico by Spanish troops spread from there to
the orth American Indians and took a terrific toll in Canada
of Indians and white settlers.

Mo t of the diseases that were common on overcrowded hips
of the time were brought to Canada-yellow fever, typhu , typhoid
fever, A iastic cholera, dy entery and diphtheria. There was a
tremendous migration to Canada from Ireland after the potato

• This appointment is made by the Council of the Royal College of urgeons
of England on the rccommendation of an Ad\ i ory Board consi ring of 1embers
from the other Commonwealth counrrie. Professor Jane visited the Union
of South Africa for 5 weeks in February and Marcb 195,.

famine and the mortality on the emigrant ships ran from 6 to 12%
of the total number of passengers,

HOSPITALS ANI! MEDtCAL EDUCATION

I had expected to find that medical education had been established
in French Canada (Lower Canada) much earlier than in Ontario
(Upper Canada), but this was not the case, The first Canadian
ho pital, the Hotel Dieu in Quebec, was founded in August 1637
by the Duchesse D'Aiguillon and the Augustine Hopitalieres
of Dieppe. It was the first hospital established in orth America
north of Mexico and it held its tercentenary celebration in 1939.
A little more than 300 years after this contribution to Canada
from Dieppe, Canadian soldiers held a less happy rendezvous
in the old city. 0 effort was made by the French prior to the
British conque t of Canada to establish a school of medicine in
Quebec. The sy tern of apprenticeship, together with an inter
mittent migration of French physicians to the colony, apparently
sufficed to meet the needs of the time.

The Montreal General Hospital was founded in 1818 and
here the first effort was made to organize a medical school when,
in 1822, Dr. Stephensoll began a ericli of lectures. Two years
later the Montreal Medical Institute, the precursor of the medical
faculty of McGill, was established. Almost at the same time,
1824 Dr. Rolph and Dun combe tarted a school of medicine
and a hospital for clinical teaching in SI. Thomas, Ontario. A
few year later this school was re-e tablished in Toronto. After
that everal were started in rapid ucce ion-King's College,
Toronto. in I 42; L'Ecole de Medicine et de Chirurgie de Mon
treal in I 43; in Quebec in I 47 the Incorporated School of
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Medicine, succeeded in I 52 by the edical Fa ulty of La al;
and in Upper Canada in 1850 what later became the Medical
Faculty of Trinity. Canada now had 12 medical chool, the
younge t being at the Universities of British Columbia and Sas
katchewan. The first university degree in medicine given in Canada
wa granted by McGill in I 33.
Toronro

Since I wish to speak to you particularly of my own school
the University of Toronto, it may be of imerest to say a fe\~
words of the city it elf. The water from on Lake Ontario where
the western part of the city now stand, appears to have' been a
meeting place for Indian tribes before the coming of the white
man. There the Humber River empties into the lake and formed
a convenient highway down which the red men from the interior
eame in their canoes to join others who came by way of the lake
itself. On this site the French established a trading post in 1749
and called it Fort Rouille. The seat of government of Upper
Canada was situated originally at Newark, now iagara-on
the-Lake, but this was considered later to be too close to the
American border for safety and in 1794 Sir John Graves Simcoe
moved it to the north side of Lake Ontario and established there
the capital of Upper Canada. It was called York in honour of
the second son of George Ill. In 1812 the legislative buildings
were burned and the town pil!aged by the Americans. In 1834
having attained a population of about 10,000 the place was in~
corporated as a city, and the name changed from York to the
ori~inal Indian name Toronto, meaning a 'place of meeting'.

Since the Toronto Gel/eral Hospital has long played an im
portant role in medical education, its history is relevant. In 1812
England was so occupied with her European wars that the attack
upon Canada by the United States received little attention and
only a comparatively small force of regular troops was available
for defence. The independence of the country was preserved
through the valiant action of civilian volunteers and lack of
whole-out effort by the USA. At that time the Loyal and Patriotic
Society of Upper Canada was formed to help care for the sick
and wounded. There must have been a garrison hospital, although
I have found no record of it, but there was no civilian hospital.
The ravages of the conflict emphasized the need for one. At the
end of the war the Loyal and Patriotic Society had medals of gold
silver and bronze struck in England for the heroes of the war:
Distribution was to have been according to rank but dispute
arose about how this was to be done, probably between the regu
lars and the volunteers, and finally the medals were defaced over
an anvil, melted down and sold as bullion. The money realized
plus the balance of the funds of the Loyal and Patriotic Society,
amounting to about £4,000, was used to establish a general hospital.
It was a red-brick, two-storey structure 107 feet long and 66 feet
wide, and had a capacity of about 70 beds. In 1824 we find the
following note in the local paper: 'The York Hospital is the
most extensive building in the Province and its external appear
ance is very respectable.' Some 399 acres had been appropriated
by Order-in-Council in 1817 for the establishment of the hospital.
The original structure may be considered, therefore, to have
been a monument to the heroes of the war of 1812.

The new building was used little at first because of the local
prejudice against being sick in hospital. Fire destroyed the legis
lative assembly in 1824 and between then and 1829 the new hospital
was used to house the legislature. In June 1832 the steamship
Great Britain dropped anchor in the harbour of York with immi
grams on board from England and Ireland and brought with it
an epidemic of Asiatic cholera. The disease had reached Quebec
and Montreal a few weeks earlier. Thus did the great pandemic,
which had commenced in India in 1826 and had appeared in
EngJand in 183 J, reach Canada. The new building was taken
over to house the cholera victims and was used fully as a hospital
for the first time. When thinking of the problems of today it is
worth while to comemplate what must have been the difficulties
of that period. In the year 1832 52,000 immigrants landed in
the St. Lawrence and passed through the recently established
quarantine station at Grosse lie. Of these, 11,000 reached Upper
Canada. Screening was inadequate because of the lack of know
ledge of disease and the manner in which it spread. The majority
of the immigrants arrived penniles. The population of the town
of York, through which most of those bound for Upper Canada
pa sed, was then less than 10,000 and there were few doctors;
30 years later there were only 35.

Since its 'original establishment the Toronto General Hospital

ha moved twi e, in I 55 and in 1913. In I 53, in order to finance
the new ho pital, mo t of the original grant of land wa old at
auction. Lot fronting on King treet, now near the centre of
the bu ine section of the city, fetched from 3 . 6d. to s. per
foot frontage. The same land today i worth 1,500 to 2,000
per foot. \ hen the econd hospital wa completed in I 55, the
population of Toronto was 45,000 and there w re 35 practi ing
phy ician. For the first time the taff \ a di idea by the Board
of Tru tees into physicians and urgeon.

In one re peet the troubles of all hospital eem to be imilar.
Financial problems plagued this one. The city refu ed to accept
responsibiliry for indigent patient and, ince many of it clientele
were penniless immigrants, finance reached uch a state that
between August 1868 and August I 69 the doors were clo ed to
new admi ions. Subsequently a i tan e wa obtained from
the city and province and with the help of donations from wealthy
citizens the hospital gradually increa ed in ize until in 18 2
there were 361 public and 39 private bed. It was, however,
inadequate to meet the needs of the rapidly growing community
and the demands of medical education.

Before another move was undertaken a committee of important
citizen representing the public, the hospital and the Univer ity
of Toronto was set up to study and advi e upon "the future. It
was a far-seeing committee and its recommendations were re
sponsible for what is now regarded as a sound relationship between
the University of Toronto and the teaching hospitals. The hospital
was to be moved to a new site adjacent to the campus, where all
the facilitie of the University would be available for the training
of students of the early years in the humanities and the basic
sciences, and enior students would have ready acces to all the
opportunities that a great hospital has to offer in the way of
clinical training. By the term of the agreement the profes or
and head of a university department automatically became
head of that department in the hospital. For example, the Pro
fessor and Head of the Department of Medicine i Phy ician
in-Chief of the General Hospital. A committee called the Joint
Hospitals Relations Board was set up to control appointment .
Recommendations from it must be appro ed by the Board of
Governors of the University and the board of trustees of a
hospital.

The original structure, completed in 1913 at a cost of. 3,750,000,
stood on a quare of 9 acres and had 76 bed, of which 570
were devoted to public ward service, and ample facilities for
out-patient care. It was described as one of the finest, if not the
finest, on the orth American continent. In 1930 a wing to
accommodate 350 private patients was added and in 1932 another
building primarily to house diagno tic radiology and radio
therapy, bringing the capacity to 1,250 beds. An extensive pro
gramme of modernization is now nearing completion which will
centralize the service departments and increase the bed capacity
to 1,750.

Toronto can claim the honour of having had the fir t hospital
for chil'drell on the orth American continent. The fir t building,
containing I l rooms and having accommodation for 16 patient,
opened its doors to the public in 1878. In 1887, the jubilee year
of Queen Victoria's reign, a ho pital of 270 beds was completed
and opened. The citizens donated 20,000 in honour of the
occasion. The present structure with a capacity of 650 bed was
opened in 1951 and is a magnificent plant. Re earch and teaching
have been stressed in this institution for the past three-quarters
of a century and contributions from the members of its staff,
many of whom will be familiar to you, have placed it in the fore
front of the children's hospitals of the world. Two full floors
of the pre ent building are devoted to re earch.

The federation of teaching hospitals u ed by the niversity
of Toronto is completed by St. Michael's, which was opened
in 1892 and now has a capacity of 900 bed , and the Western,
opened in 1896 with accommodation at pre ent for about 700.
While the General i regarded a the central unit in this federation
and the head of the university departments are there, all ho pital
bear a similar relationship to the niver ity and no appointment
can be made to the taff of any of them except through agreement
between the hospital and the univer ity.

While medical research has, so far a I can discover, always
been regarded a important in the Toronto chool, it received a
great timulus from the work of ir Frederick Banting and
Prof. Charle Be t. In 1922 the Banting In titute, which tand
across the treet from the General Ho pital, was opened. Like
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all u h e tabli hment it ha long ince been unable to meet
the demand for space. In 1955 the Best Institute of Phy iology
was built alongside the Banting In titute and thi has somewhat
relieved the pr ure. A Cancer Institute recently completed
provides, in addition to all the requirements for therapy, mag
nificent fa ilitie for fundamental and clinical research in that
field. All of the e developments are part of the niversity and
it ba ie department and source of expert knov ledge are avail
able to tho working in any unit.

Let u return for a moment to a consideration of the proprietary
schools. The Rolph chool of medicine was interrupted by the
rebellion of I 37. Rolph wa one of William Lyon McKenzie's
colJa~rators and a uch felt it wa wise to leave the country
for a time. He returned in I 43 and re umed his lectures. This

ho?l. became .th.e Toronto chool of Medicine, the Faculty of
MediCine of Trlmty College, and the Medical Faculty of King's
College. The la t-mentioned was aboli hed in 1 53; the others
were finally amalgamat('d in 1903 under the Faculty of edicine
of the niversity of Toronto. everal other hools made a
temporary appearance but pace allows mention only of the
Women' College of Medicine, which was opened in 1883 becau e
women could no gain acce s to the other schools. It was clo ed
in 1906 when women were admined to the tudy of medicine in
the niver iry of Toronto on an equal footing with men. Its
memory is preserved in the name of the Women's College Hospital,
a fine modern unit of 300 beds staffed entirely by women and
recently accorded limited privileges of university teaching. On
the occasion of the union of Trinity and Toronto the inaugural
addres was delivered by Sir William 0 ler. It wa entitled 'The
Master Word in Medicine' and i , I think, one of his greatest.
It was the need for grounding in the ba ic sciences that spelled
the doom of the proprietary schools. The expense involved in
the provi ion of the neces ary laboratories was beyond them.

One or two other mile tones in the hi tory of the school should
be mentioned. In 1919 a sum of money was donated to the Uni
versity by Sir John Eaton to establish and maintain a full-time
chair of medicine. ProL Duncan Graham wa it first occupant
and thus became the first full-time professor of medicine in the
Commonwealth. The following ear a full-time chair of surgery
was e tablished and ProL C1arence L. Staff was appointed to it.
I should add that in spite of their name neither of these posts is
entirely full-time: a small amount of practice is allowed but the
responsibilities involved in heading a large department leave
linle time. In 1910 provi ion \ a made for a course leading to
t~e Diploma of Public Health and in 1924, through'a generous
gift from the Rockefeller Foundation, a School of Hygiene was
created and endowed. Its impact, I believe, has been international.

POSTGRADUATE TRAI ING

Before the first world war few facilities existed in Canada for
po tgraduate training in medicine. The majority of our men
had gone to Britain or the United States for advanced work in
the specialtie. At the end of the war it was realized by those
responsible that the opportunities in these countries would be
taxed to meet the need of their own graduates and that it would
be necessary for us to provide for postgraduate training in Canada.
As one of the oldest and largest of our schools the University
of Toronto has taken a lead. The first organized scheme for the
training of surgeon was inaugurated at the General Hospital
by my predecessor, Prof. W. E. Gallie, 28 years ago. What he
began as a relatively mall endeavour was extended during my
regime to embrace all of the hospitals engaged in undergraduate
teaching and, in addition, the Veteran' Hospital of some 1,500
bed. The course is administered by a committee of the a sociate
professors of surgery of which the head of the department is
chairman. The Committee has under it control over 1,000 public
ward urgical beds and perhaps an additional 500 private beds.
Training in anatomy, physiology, pathology, and biochemistry
is provided by university department in night c1as es and late
afternoon lectures. Trainees are admitled to the course not only
from Canada but from many other countries. Appointments
are available for advanced training in all of the urgical specialties.
Because of the large number of resident po t in the participating
hospitals it is usualJy po ible to place a candidate in a job uitable
to hi need. Gradually organized cour e of training have been
et up in other fields and opportunities for advanced training

in all the medical and surgical specialties are now provided.
Graduate education ha been influenced profoundly by the

Royal Col/ege of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. It is now
27 years ince the ColJege was incorporated by Act of Parliament.
It was founded, I think, because of some di ati faction with the
qualifications for pecialists then in exi tence. The Royal ColJege
in Britain had never pretended to ay whether a man was clinically
competent but merely that he po sessed the nece sary academic
background. This wa misunder tood in Canada and many men
who had obtained fellow hip but had had little or no practical
training \ ere gro sly incompetent. This applied particularly to
urgeons. The standards of the American College of Surgeon

at that time were not regarded as being sufficiently high. The
founders of the Canadian College cherished a hope that its degree
would not only signify that the holder was trained in the basic
ciences but clinically competent. On the whole I believe that the

hopes of the founders have been fulfilled. There is no doubt
that the College has succeeded in raising the standards of medical
practice throughout the country. Since a candidate must meet
the tandards of training before he is aIJowed to sit the examina
tion, the requirements have lowly been altered to meet the needs
of the various special fields. For example, a man may obtain
fellowship in surgery as modified for orthopaedic surgery 'or
urology or neuro-surgery; such men must pass examinations in
which half the paper is devoted to general surgery and half to
the specialty and must face general surgeons and specialists on
their orals. Standards are high and as a result so is the failure
rate.

In 1939, because some form of national in urance Sjlemed
imminent, the Royal College consented, on the invitation of the
Canadian Medical Association, to attempt to say, originally
through assessment of credentials and later by examinations,
who in the country should be considered specialists. In this
the College assumed a great burden but there is no doubt that
its action and the desire of men to meet the basic requirements
laid down has improved the standards of practice, particularly
in other than university centres. Generally speaking, the training
demanded one year less than for fellowship and the examinations,
both written and clinical, were of a more practical nature, e.g.
a knowledge of basic sciences necessary to the intelligent practice
of the pecialty is demanded instead of the more academic know
ledge expected of the fellowship candidate. Tt was hoped to dis
continue at some future time the examinations for certification
but it now seems doubtful if this will be possible except in par
ticular specialties such as neurology and neuro-surgery, where
it i already being done. The period of training demanded for
felJowship is so long that men possessed of a sound practical
knowledge can scarcely be denied some recognition and the
alternative to retaining this qualification would be a lowering of
the fellowship standing. This is undesirable.

The scheme for recognition of advanced graduate training in
and knowledge of the specialties that has been outlined is, I
believe, in certain respects unique. As happens so often in Canada,
there has been an attempt to learn from Britain and the United
States and profiting from their experience work out something
embodying the good points of each. In the beginning the Canadian
ColJege conducted primary examinations but these were discon
tinued and each attempt to re-institute them has failed. The
requirements of the College are very similar to those of the Ameri:
can Boards but we believe that we were fortunate that a central
examining body was set up before specialty groups' arranged
their own. Because of this it has been possible to continue to
demand a broad basic training even though the candidate intended
eventually to confine his activities within a narrower .field.

The great argument for a primary examination, of course,
is that it weeds out those who lack the mentality required for
advanced training, but many of us wonder if it really works that
way. Certainly it has not prevented the training of too many
pecialists in Britain. Admittedlv the weakness of our system

i its. inability to sort out at any early stage those who have cho en
unWisely to do advanced training and wilJ never be able to pass
the examinations.
. Some of thi difficulty will be overcome when prospective

tramees and tho e responsible for providing postgraduate training
accept, what IS undoubtedly true, that men with a poor academic
rel?0rd as l!nde.rgraduates will probably not be able to pa s fellow-
hip examm.atJon , regard le s of the length of time they spend

on preparation.


